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This report represents a brief description of the results that were obtained during
1993-94, in realization of Contract No 1176 between NPP-Kozloduy and SRS-Sofia
University "St. Kliment Ohridsky" [1,2]. In pusuance of the Law of Environment Protection
[3], the NPP-Kozloduy financed the present work on purpose to obtain the necessary
data:

- a complete exploration of the territories polluted;
- analysis of some variants of treating the earth masses, which would reduce their

influence upon the environment and the population;
to get instructions from the special control departments and the municipality for the

environment restoration, according to the legal documents, and providing:
- minimum expenses for the earth treatment and
- making the utmost use of the already existing pollutions.

SUMMARY
The data for the polluted with artificial radionuclides regions of tne canal system

(CS), EP-1 and EP-2, obtained until 1992, have been briefly discussed. The measurement
methods that we used, have been described and their precision evaluated. The results
from the regions survey and the agroecological characterization of the soils have been
presented.

The following variants for the polluted earth have been discussed:
- burying the polluted earth ;
- chemical tilling and treating with zeoliths, or deriving the artificial radionuclides by

an appropriate crop-rotation;
- creating an experimental field-range;
- creating an wood massive;
- no special treatment.

INTRODUCTION
For a long time (at least since 1979 [4,5]), NPP-Kozloduy has been throwing out

water polluted with radionuclides, into the canal system that was costructed on purpose to
dry up the territory situated between the NPP and the Danube, known as 'the Marsh".

In soil-geographical respect, the Marsh belongs to the near - Danube soil region - a
comaparatively narrow stripe of land, parallel to the Danube, including a variety of
lowlands; the Kozloduy one, where the Marsh is placed, as well. The soil-forming
materials in the real lowland, are carbonate alluvial depositions of the Danube and delluvial
depositions on the slopes. In the higher region of the lowland, the soil-forming materials
are represented by loess sediments. The underground water level in the different parts of
the lowland varies, and is directly dependent on the Danube water level. There are
conditions for marsh development in the low parts of the lowland, but most of them are dry
now. Under the influence of a number of lay and hydrological conditions, in a temperate
continental climate and meadow-steppe vegetation, the following types of soil have been
formed: medow-alluvial and meadow alluvial/delluvial soils, carbonate black earth with no
erosion and medow carbonate black earth with low erosion, typical black earth, and
meadow black earth. All of them are agriculturally usable (to a certain degree) for a
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variety of cultures; appropriate agrotechnics (cultivation, fertilizing, watering, etc.) are
naturally needed.

The high absorption of the loess that covers the territory, has prompted a natural
cleaning of the thrown out water. The radioactivity has been concentrating in the bottom
depositions in the canals. When cleaning them, the depositions were thrown out along the
canals sides. This has led to the pollution of the territories laid along some of the canals.
They are several metres wide with about 12 km total length. The most polluted regions,
their area being about 400 daa, have been alienated and fenced in by wire-netting.

So it is important to accentuate that, for a nearly 20 years exploitation, this is the only
significant radioactive pollution outside the NPP-Kozloduy territory.

There are some polluted spots in the very territory of the NPP. Some of them are on
asphalt and because of their comparatively low radioactivity, can be liquidated by a new
layer of asphalt. But the spilling of liquid radioactive wastes, most of all, has allowed the
pollution of significant earth masses. Some of them are gathered in the so called
"Gechova Mogila". The spots that are not liquidated yet, have been explored.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA, OBTAINED UNTIL 1992

The fact that radioactive water flows into the CS of the NPP-Kozloduy, was registered
for the first time in 1979 [5] and it has been the subject of many close explorations ever
since then [6, 7]. The concrete sources, the mechanism and the ways of the CS
radioactive pollution, have been described in some of them in detail [6].

The results from the aerogamma spectrometry research, implemented in 1990, are of
,*n interest for the complete image of the pollutions in the CS region in NPP-Kozloduy. The
conclusions are that the pollution caused by the nuclear weapons testing and the
Chernobile failure, is comparatively low and homogeneous. Some radioactive pollutions
of linear shape and directly connected with CS, have been located in the region, enclosed
by the new canal, the NPP North fence, the working canal and the Danube. The sepemte
polluted zones are less than 20 - 30 m wide and several kilometres long.

Aerogamma spectroscopy data shows Co-60, Cs-137, Cs-134 in some regions of
these anomalous zones, and just Cs-137 and Co-60 in others. The exposure rate in these
anomalous stripes tends to a steady decrease the farther it gets from the NPP, but is
rather irregular and ranges from several scores of f.iR/h to 200 - 300 and more f.iR/h
(measured on the surface).

Later, in March 1992, an aerogamma picture of the CS region, was taken by
Cousteau's staff as well. However, the results of it do not concretize the already known
picture of the pollution.

The results, obtained by the NPP dosimetric control group are very interesting as
well. They represent a gamma-survey of the CS [9,10]. The exploration offers a fine
preliminary image of the basic pollutions surface distribution and significantly helps and
supports further explorations. Relevant measurings have been made by a number of other
authors, too [6, 11, 12, etc]. In fact, low activity has been detected in the surface waters in
all of the monitorings, but there is high activity in the bottom depositions of the draining
canals. Cs-134, Cs-137 and Co-60 are the basic artificial radionuclides that determine the
bottom distributions activity. In 1992 the Sr-90 specific activity in the drainage bottom
depositions did not exceed the limits, typical for the natural reservoirs.

An interesting result about the variation of the measured during 1987 - 1992 Cs-
134/Cs-137 specific activity ratio, is shown in [12]. It is compared to the respective
theoretical evaluation, had the flowing of radioactive water stopped. The difference
between the curves points out to the fact that the polluted water continued to flow into the
CS after that year as well.

The territory of NPP-Kozloduy has also been polluted with radionuclides (either
fission or corrosion products) during its exploitation. It seems that there have been two
ways of polluting:
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- radioactive pollutions with polluted equipment and technological) mechanical
carrying out;

- radioactive solutions splitting.
The radioactive pollutions mechanical carrying out has led to the so called "hot

particles" spread [13, 14]. Despite their high specific activity, the hot particles cannot
cause a serious pollution as they have a total activity because of their small size. That is
why they have not been discussed in this report, but anyway, we have had in mind their
presence as the getting of a hot particle into the sample can result in a significant error.
The presence of a hot particle was detected at least once in the course of our
measurements.

The most complete description of the polluted spots, existing in 1992, was made by
Tsvetan Andreev.

METHODS USED
Gamma-ray spectroscopy
The samples measuring was done with the help of a Nal(TI), 0 40x40 mm,

scintillation detector, put in a lead shield, about 5 cm thick. The probe is connected with a
20 046 radiometer. The pulses get to a multi-channel analysator CANBERRA-30 and then
to a 16-bites personal computer. For the spectra analysis, a programme that fits the Co-60
full-energy peaks (as a doublet) and the Cs-137 line (as a singlet). The specific activity of
the measured sample is determined by the lines area through calibration coefficients.

The dry soil samples were grinded to powder and winnowed. The wet soils and silts
were directly put in the measuring containers. So, the data for the specific activity relate to
the samples in the same state they were taken. The samples were placed in plastic boxes
(for typewriter ribbon) with size 0 62 x 23 mm and volume (65 ± 1) cm3. The samples
mass ranges between 60 and 120 g, dependent on their density.

The single sample measuring time was usually 4000 s. The background is about 17
imp/s in Sofia and about 12 imp/s in Kozloduy. Distinctive analysable Cs-137 and Co-60
lines, can be observed if the sample specific activity is more than 100 Bq/kg. This value is
taken as the minimum detectable activity (MDA).

Besides the lines of full absorption areas, the total counting rate of every spectrum
and the total gamma-activity are evaluated. This evaluation is not quite precise, of course,
but useful for it offers information about:

- the gamma-activity that has not prompted measurable lines;
- the Sr-90 eventual presence. Its beta-radiation is registered by its bremsstrahlung.
The Sr-90 radiation registering efficiency was evaluated in most conservative

conditions - 0,12 (imp/s) / (Bq/kg).
In 100 samples, in which spectra full absorption lines are not observed, the total

counting rate exceeding the background is (0,93 ± 0,24) imp/s. Even if we ignore the K-40
and the U and Th contribution, we can consider the maximum possible Sr-90 (or other
pure beta-radionuclides with similar maximum energy) specific activity, about 10 % of the
limit (which defines the sample as a radioactive waste).

The average counting rate, mentioned above, relates to (260 ± 80) Bq/kg average
specific gamma-activity, which is typical for most of the measured samples in which full
absorption lines are not observed. This confirms the statement that the Sr-90 presence in
the region explored, is not quite probable.

Typical samples from different places were also measured with the help of high
resolution gamma-ray spectrometer (by ORTEC) with a GeHp semiconductor detector,
with 24,9 % relative efficiency and FWHM about 1,8 keV.

The precise gamma-ray spectroscopy with semiconductor detectors enables not
only the not detected by the scintillation spectrometry radionuclides measuring, but the
radioactive pollution "age" evaluating as well (by using the difference between the Cs-134
and Cs-137 half-life).
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The Sr-90 analysis was implemented with the help of Mayer and Scholl method
which suggest Y drawing out of the sample. Sr-90 and Y-90 have to be in equilibrium for
the samples, taken from the CS. The new thin sample is radiometred and the part of the
registered pulses that is due to Y-90, is determined by the half-life. Thus the Sr-90 content
is evaluated.

The Pu determination is done through a radiochemical seperation. The total alpha-
and beta-activity measuring was completed with the French firm SHLUMBERGER's
aparatus NUMELEC. It is 8-channeled and enables the simultaneous alpha- and beta-
activity measuring.

TLD USAGE

The degree of the artificial pollution in the earth under the working CS, was of a great
interest for the present investigation. Such detailed investigations are rather difficult for it is
necessary to work under about 100 - 150 cm of water and from 5 to 30 cm of bottom
depositions. Some attempts to take soil samples from the bottom of the canal, having
already taken the mire away (with the help or an excavator), were made, but this
procedure is technically hard to realize and disposes to rough errors. Here rises the
necessity of finding new methods to solve the problem that are easy to realize and the
probability of significant systematic uncertainties, is reduced to minimum.

A possible solution of the problem is the thermoluminiscence detectors (TLD) usage.
They are put in a hermetic metal tube, which is vertically driven in the earth (in the bottom
of the canal) to the depth wanted. TLD, designed out at INRNE and manifactured by the
Bulgarian firm "Protexy CD ", were used. The detectors represent small cylinders with 0 5
x 1 mm, with thermoluminiscence material CaSO4:Dy.

The detectors (102 pieces) were fixed (a pair of two at intervals of 2 cm) upon Al foil
and hermetized with polythene stripes. The new "cylindrical detector body", 102 cm long,
was put in an iron tube (drill), 250 cm long. The tube was driven down in the place chosen
(70 cm in depth, about 50 cm of which soil and 20 cm bottom deposition). The detectors
were measured by the producer.

We consider the first results rather hopeful and interesting. A typical region (with
about 170 - 190 mR exposition - that is the bottom depositions area), followed by sudden
reduce to values, close to the background, can be seen. Of course, further explorations
are needed for making more precise and certain evaluations of the method and the
concrete results.

The precision of the final result - categorization by volumes with specific activity an a
certain range - depends on a large number of both objective and subjective factors. Some
of the evaluated final results uncertainty components, are: the typicalness of the sample;
the way of preparing the sample for measuring; statistical uncertainty in the spectrum
measuring; the mathematical elaborating of the spectrum uncertainty; the stability of the
gamma-ray spectrometer; its efficiency calibration; the nuclides identification; the soil
density; the homogenity of the pollution and hot particles presence.

The analysis of the results shows that the most serious problem, is the
matchlessness of samples, taken from close places, due to the unhomogeneous
distribution of the activity. That is why we think it reasonable to consider the final results
within (0,5-^2) from the values given.

THE MEASURMENTS RESULTS

The polluted with artificial radionuclides earth in the NPP Kozloduy territory and the
region of the CS was explored, according to the following scheme:

- marking the area;
- measuring the exposure rate on the polluted surface;
- taking samples from the surface and in depth;
- measuring all the samples with the help of a scintillation gamma-ray spectrometer;
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- measuring a part of the samples with a high resolution GeHp gamma-ray
spectrometer;

-analysis of some samples for detecting alpha- and beta-radioactivity, and
evaluating the Pt and Sr-90;

- determinating the relation of the exposure rate to the specific activity;
• evaluating the volume of the earth polluted.
The exposure rate (ER) was measured at 4430 points, forming a net at intervals of 10

m along the canal and 2 m perpendicularly to the canal side (to the fence). The
measurments were completed with SRP-68-01 unit at 10 cm from the surface. ER was
measured with a SRP-68-03 unit with a hermetic probe at 250 points in depth along the
canal sides, and at 110 points beneath the water, in the bottom depositions (the mire)
surface, as well. Besides, we searched for pollutions in other regions, but no places where
the activity exceeds the natural background, were found.

The relation between ER and the specific activity enables the usage of the amount of
measured samples (from about 4700 different points), compared to the little number of the
specific activity samples (about 300 pieces), for the more precise evaluation of the earth
polluted volume and the artificial radionuclides total quantity. Unfortunately, this relation
cannot be used in the measurements at EP-1 and EP-2 as the ER measurements are rather
influenced by the radiating of the nearby standing buildings and radioactive solutions
transporting pipelines.

The same specific activity of different radionuclides, prompts different ER. That is
why we chose the following quantity K as a summarized value of the specific activities:

where A {is the measured specific activity of radionuclide number i, and MDK j - the
maximum permissible concentration (specific activity) of this radionuclide in the measured
sample. This quantity is introduced like the effective or the equivalant dose [15] and has to
be less than 1 so that the respective part of the earth polluted would not be considered a
radioactive waste.

13 points were chosen; both ER (10 cm beneath the surface) and the specific activity
of the respective samples taken from the surface, were measured in all of them. The
relation between the two is approximated with a straight line:

ER = 23,7 + 47,9 . K ,

where ER is in nR/h. This line's correlation coefficient is r = 0,943, which shows a
comparatively good correlation.

Knowing the ratio of the Co-60 and Cs-137 quantities, and K for the region, we can
evaluate the soil specific activity for Cs-137 and Co-60 separately.

As crirical influence levels, the 30 nR/h and 100 |.iR/h isolines can be chosen.
We suggest that no special work is done in the zones where ER is less than 30MR/h

(which exceeds the natural gamma background in Sofia with 50%) and the specific activity
is less than 13% of the treated as a radioactive waste.

When ER is 100 j.iR/h (which is one of the definitions of the radioactive wastes), the K
evaluation exceeds the specific activity, determined by the kerma-constant, with 60%. At
the same time the permissible specific activity for the Ra equivelant is about 2,5 times less.
That is why we classify the earth polluted in two categories:

- ER between 30 ^R/h and 100 f.iR/h;
- ER exceeding 100 j.iR/h.

SUMMARIZED DATA FOR THE EARTH POLLUTED

The summarized data for the earth polluted is shown in the following tables. The
pollution depth is between 30 and 60 cm.
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Table 1. Summarized data for polluted soil in the canal system
ER Area Volume A[Cs] A[Co] A[Cs]

(m2) [m3) [Bq/kg] [Bq/kg] [MBq]

A[Co]

[MBq]

Canal

sides

30-100

>100

30780

8340

11241

4131
16723
44892

653
10738

13000

6000

Total pollution:

Total nuclides

4600

1300

1300

1000

61615
1,7 Ci

•2CI

92000

9400

11391
0,31 Ci

8700

7000

Bottom of MDC

Bottom of canal D

The data for the working at the moment canals bottom pollution (displayed in the last
two lines of the table) should be considered just tentative; significant uncertainties are
quite possible. Besides, one should have in mind that in many of the samples, taken from
the bottom of the main drainage canal (MDC), there is muchmore Cs-134 (about 200
Bq/kg) points out to comparatively new pollutions, continuing nowadays may be.

The only spot that was discovered outside the CS fences, is clearly distincted on the
aero-gamma spectroscopy picture, taken in 1990. The ER (measured from a helicopter)
exceeds the background with 10 -12 ^R/h and seems a little higher than the ER that was
measured around the canals. In fact the SRP-68-01 measurings, 10 cm beneath the
surface, read 30 - 50 j.iR/h. The reason is that this spot is wider, and so is better
distinguished for the detector that is in the helicopter, than the narrow stripes along the
canals that are polluted. The spot is approximately round, about 50 m in diameter. In the
surface layer to 10 cm depth, there are 1400 u 1700 Bq/kg Cs-137 (Co-60 was not located
there); the lower layers are practically clean.

Only the regions on the EP-1 territory are shown in the table as there are no large
undeveloped polluted areas on the EP-2 territory.

Table 2: Mean, total and sum activity A for the explorated regions on the EP-1
territory.

Nucl

O137

Co€C

Region No 1
Volume 9.5 m3

Mass 13 51

MeenA

kBcykg

37JB

32

ToteiA

[MBq]
510

40

SumA
[MBq]

560

Region No 2
Volume 9,0 m3

Mass 12 81

MecnA
[kBqfcg

99

14

TctalA

[MBq]
130

18

SumA
[MBq]

148

Region No 3
Volume 5 5 m3

Mass 22 01

MeenA

kBqfcg
32

0.4

TcttA
[MBq]

70

8

Sun A
[MBq]

78

Region No 4
Volume 2.0 m3

Mass 3t

MbonA

kfiqkg
Ofl

Tobl A
[MBq]

2

16

SimA
[MBq]

18

Region No 5
Volume50.0+(25.0)m3

Mass 71 0+(33 5)t

Moan A

416

0.4

TottA
[MBq]

2080+(1480)

18+®

SumA
[MBq]

2100

+
(1490)

SOME POSSIBLE WAYS OF TREATING THE EARTH POLLUTED

The following variants of treating the earth polluted with artificial radionuclides in the
CS region, have been discussed: - mechanical deriving of the artificial radionuclides;

- deep ploughing;
- chemical treatment (with zeoliths);
- burying of the earth polluted;
- creating of an experimental field - range;
- creating of an wood massif;
- no special treatment.
The mechanical desactivation can be done by taking away the surface layer of the

earth, 20 - 50 cm thick in the concrete case (as deep as the pollution has been
distributed), its area being about 8000 m2, its volume about 4000 m3 and 50001 weight.

When applying deep ploughing (25 -s- 60 cm in depth), the surface layer polluted gets
under the range of the vegetation roots; the deeper and cleaner parts of the ground get on
the surface.



The earth taken away is in fact a comparatively fertile deposition derived from the
bottom of the canals. It can be spread (that is another possible way of treating it) in a thin
layer (10 + 20 cm) on the nearby lands and then buried 40 + 60 cm in depth (by deep
ploughing). Thus they will get under the roots of the cultures. Having In mind the
agrometeorological assessment of the soils in the region its fertile layer being
comparatively thick, it can be expected that the fertility of the ground would not be
troubled. Besides, the radioactivity placed below, will not enter the alimentary chain.

This solutions, however, has some significant shortcomings:
- it requires a large amount of digging and transport work;
- it will provoke a strong negative reaction among the local population and the whole

society, although the norms would be strictly kept;
- that reaction would be much stronger in case of a future pollution, caused by the

CS.
A variety of methods for the chemical treating of the earth polluted with artificial

radionuclides, have been described in the specialized literature. They usually tend to
reduce the radionuclides transmission into the plants, cultivated in such territories, and just
ocasionally - to derive the radioactivity. Despite the plain results, other countries already
aim at commercializing such methods (patenting, selling of techologies, etc.). Bying them
does not guarantee their applicability for the conditions are remarkably different. That is
why we should ourselves work out own (for the country) science - applied methods for the
population defence in case of a serious radiation failure.

Another possibility is the earth "washing". Ordinary solvents (such as water) are not
effective, besides they are rather dependent on the biochemical processes in the soil -
water system. Effective washing can be achieved by concentrated nitric acid, but it
destroys the soil and its fertility. That is why this technology can also be treated as a
perspective and current for future researches one, but inexpedient in the concrete case.
There is some limited information that some firms implement such washing with the help of
a cyclone separator. Still this is a rather difficult to realize and little productive method and
we consider its implementation in the CS region inexpedient as well.

The zeoliths are good for detaining the radionuclides, but are not well known as a
method for their drawing out of the soil. That is why we cannot reccommend them as an
adequate techology.

The artificial radionuclides drawing out by an appropriate crop-rotation is also often
mentioned as a possible decontamination of the earth polluted. Yet there are no well
known results, and we can conclude from the data available that it is not quite expedient
and could draw out not more than a small percentage of the radioactivity per year.
Obviously, this technology is rather dependent on the concrete conditions and it cannot be
recommended at the present moment as necessary data for the country is not available.

If the idea of taking away the earth polluted is accepted, then we can suggest several
ways of buryng or making it foolproof.

The radioactive wastes cementing is one of the efficient methods for their prolonged
storage, without any danger for the environment and the population. Unfortunately, this is
a rather expensive method and has not been generally applied in NPP-Kozloduy yet.
Using the earth polluted as bolus material of the cement solution, is an efficient
modification of this method. As far as we know, the techologies of the future radioactive
wastes revision factory, make no provision for sands or other bolus material usage for the
cement solution. Still we find it expedient to study the possibility of such treatment.
Cementing the earth in the CS region is not indispensable because of its comparatively low
specific activity and the availability of other ways of treating it. But this is the most
expedient way of safe storage of the most polluted earth on the EP-1 and EP-2 territory.
Besides, a sgnificant part of it is sands and could be easily made foolproof without
increasing the cemented wastes volume.

Burying in the Dry canal
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The Dry canal can be used as an already existing depository of low activity
radioactive wastes. This canal has not been used as a drainage canal (for drying the
Marsh) for at least 10 years now. That is why it may be assumed that it has not been
necessary for the melioreative system and it can keep working without it. It satisfies all
radiation security requirements:

- the canal is covered with concrete floors and is placed in a dense clay soil that
impedes the radionuclides migration. The samples taken from the outter side of the
concrete covering do not show detectable artificial radionuclides lines (MDA = 100
Bq/kg), while the inner depositions activity is several of kBq/kg);

- there are about 1000 m3 depositions in it now, created in the course of using it as a
part of the so called "old system" for throwing out the debalancing and waste waters,
which are some of the most active in the region. It can take about 2000 m3 more. Covering
the wastes with a layer of clean soil (30 cm thick) to the top of the concrete floors, will
require about 2000 m3;

• a part of the canal is below the area's level (the top of the covering is 3 m in depth).
These parts can be totally filled up with earth polluted; the protective layer of clean earth
can be put over it. This provides about 1000 * 1500 m3 additional volume.

That is, the Dry canal can provide volume enough for all of the CS polluted earth
safe burying. After covering it with 30 * 50 cm clean earth, the area should be afforested
with appropriate trees and will not be of any danger to the population and the environment.
This variant requires comparatively small expenses. An advantage of its is that the most
polluted earth are already on its bottom.

The authors recommend the usage of the Dry canal as the CS polluted earth storage
only as a reserve variant, in case the experimental field - range creating is not accepted.
The transport expenses in the two variants, are equal, but the experimental field not only
makes the earth polluted foolproof, but provides fine conditions for science - applied
researches which are rather important for the country. The two variants concurrent
applying is possible as well.

The authors do not recommend the usage of the Dry canal for burying the wastes
from EP-1 and EP-2, as their specific activity is much higher. Neither the legal norms nor
the practically necessary guarding of such a storage outside the NPP territory, are clear
enough.

The present radioactive depositions in the CS region are of a comparatively large
volume and low specific activity. That is why the building of a special storage that would
be more safe than the Dry canal, is not needed.

CREATING OF AN EXPERIMENTAL FIELD - RANGE

The countries where nuclear weapons were tested, used the regions polluted with
fussion products, for experimental ranges, where many studies have been done: for
determinating the transfer factors "soil - plant - animal products (milk and meat)1', the
radionuclides absorption by the plants, the ways of its reducing and disactivation of the
soil. Other countries, esp. those where nuclear power engineering has been developed,
on purpose to preserve the environment and to defend the population against radioactive
pollutions, have created artificial ranges. On their territory a variety of experiments have
been completed (after polluting the earth with artificial radionuclides). Every country has
its own experience and that is quite indespensible as the processes studied are much
dependent on the soils, the vegetation cultures, the climate, etc. Besides, for a long time
such information was considered secret.

In contrast to the reducing radioactive pollution, caused by the nuclear weapons
testing in the atmosphere, the "contribution" of the nuclear complexes, including NPP-
Kozloduy, is increasing. The international project, implemented about the Chernobile NPP
failure, is rather indicative.
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Bulgaria has never (to say nothing of its present economics state) been able to afford
radioactively polluted fields, on which to study the ways of reducing the radionuclides in
the plants cultivated (caused by the pollution of the soil).

It is necessary to make a decision about the future of the polluted regions around
NPP-Kozloduy (polluted mainly with Cs-137 and Co-60). One of the reasonable, not
requiring much expenses variant, is the creating of an experimental field - range on the
territory polluted (or a part of it). This is a preferrable variant even if the expenses needed
are commensurable with those needed for the classic burying of the earth polluted. That
is why this unique chance must not be missed.

It is also important that experiments in real, not imitated conditions, in places close to
those cultivated by the population (but on much more polluted ground), would reduce the
social tension and the radiophobia, existing not only in the NPP-Kozloduy region. The
annual publishing of the results would help the nuclear energetics prove that it does not
contribute to the radioactive pollution in deserving alarm dimensions.

It is suggested to create experimental fields with size about 10 x 50 m (0,5 daa),
covered with polluted earth, about 1 m thick. Having in mind the existing volume of earth
polluted, it is suggested to create:

- 2 fields with maximum polluted earth from the bottom of the Dry canal. The
preliminary evaluations show that it is about 1000 m3, its average specific activity being 13
kBq/kg Cs-137 and 6,7 kBq/kg Co-60;

- 4 fields with moderately polluted earth (about 6 kBq/kg), of which there are about
3000 m3 along the canals sides and probably 1000 m3 more from the most polluted splits,
which will be taken from the bottom of the canals.

- 2 fields with clean soil for control experiments.
The advantages of this variant are incontrovertible:
- a bias for implementing of science - applied experiments of an extraordinary

importance for the country, is created;
- the utmost use of the already polluted with artificial radionuclides earth is made,

and conditions in which some volumes that may be polluted in the future, are created, in a
way that makes tr.a environment absolutely safe and cannot prompt any objections in
ecological respect;

- the territory suggested is one of the most polluted and is close to the other highly
polluted regions, which will decrease both the transport expenses and the probability of
radiational pollution during the transporting of the earth polluted.

The afforesting is an addition to the project for regulating the underground water level
and draining the Kozloduy lowland, and the polluted earth in the CS region treatment. It
provides:

- improving of the regional microclimate;
- using the trees in the series of actions aimed at the regions draining;
- bordering the polluted with artificial radionuclides areas and limiting the

radioactivity distribution in the close regions (that may be caused by wind or water
erosion);

- making use of territories for which there is no alternative solution;
- finally, wood material producing as well.
The typical conditions in the Marsh (in respect of the soil and esp. its hydrological

specifics), form certain requirements for the sort of the trees. The poplar and the willow
are determined by the many years afforesting experience along the Danube as the most
congenial for the wood producing, protective functions, planting, etc., of all the trees and
bushes that grow in similar conditions.

NO SPECIAL TREATMENT

Except the Dry canal, in whi^h the specific activity of the bottom depositions is
comparatively high (about 13 kBq/kg Cs-137 and 7 kBq/kg Co-60) that explains the high
ER (reaching 3 mR/h), comparable to the permissible value for staff of A category
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premises only, the other parts of the CS region can be left in its present state. This can
lead to breaking the legal norms only in a few small regions.

However, we do not find this solution satisfactory, for the following reasons:
- it can contribute to the radioactivity distribution in now clean territories;
- it requires constant control, maintaining of the fences and the marking of the region,

which can finally lead to serious expenses;
- it derogates from the reputation of NPP-Kozloduy not only to ours, but to the

world's society opinion;
- a large area is absolutely blocked for any other work in the bordered regions of the
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